THE SATANIC TEMPLE CANON
THE REVOLT OF THE ANGELS
ANATOLE FRANCE
Translated by Mrs. Wilfrid Jackson
Ultimately a meditation on the corruption of power, Anatole France’s Revolt of the Angels (1914)
utilizes the theological metaphor of Satan as a force favoring free inquiry, the War in Heaven a
metaphysical battle against universal tyranny. Arcade, an angel who has strayed from Heaven to
study Philosophy and History on Earth seeks to re-assemble Lucifer’s legion to overthrow the
detached and intolerant God of Heaven. Satan, calling upon his legions exclaims:

"'Comrades,' said he, 'we must be happy and rejoice, for behold we are delivered from celestial
servitude. Here we are free, and it were better to be free in Hell than serve in Heaven. We are
not conquered, since the will to conquer is still ours. We have caused the Throne of the jealous
God to totter; by our hands it shall fall. Arise, therefore, and be of good heart."
The passage below is from The Revolt of the Angels, “The Gardener’s Story”, gives a history of Western
Civilization told from the perspective of one of Lucifer’s legion.

BIOGRAPHY: ANATOLE FRANCE
Anatole France, the 1921 Nobel laureate for literature, was born Jacques Anatole Thibault in Paris on April 16,
1844, the son of a Paris book dealer. He attended the Parisian boys' school Collège Stanislas, where he received a
classical education, and later matriculated at the École des Chartes. For
20 years after finishing his education, he worked at various positions,
including the post of assistant librarian of the French Senate from 1876
to 1890, before devoting himself full-time to writing. He was able to
write even when he worked, and in his life-time in which he became the
premier French man of letters, he produced a vast output of novels, as
well as works in every genre. A story-teller in the French classical style,
his literary precursors were Voltaire and Fénélon. His urbane skepticism
and enlightened hedonism were in the spirit and tradition of the French
enlightenment of the 18th century.
France's first great success was the novel "Le Crime de Sylvestre
Bonnard (1881), which was honored by the Académie Française. France
later became a member of the Académie in 1896. He published an
autobiographical novel in 1885, "Le Livre de mon ami" ["My Friend's Book"], which he followed up with "Pierre
Nozière" (1899), "Le Petit Pierre" (1918), and "La Vie au fleur" (1922) ["The Bloom of Life"].
France was the literary critic on the "Le Temps" newspaper, and his reviews were published in a four-volume
collection entitled "La Vie littéraire" [On Life and Letters] between 1888 and 1892. It was in this period that
France wrote historical fiction about past civilizations, focusing particularly on the transition from paganism to
Christianity. He published "Balthazar" (1889), a story of the conversion of one of the Magi, and "Thaïs" (1890),
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about the conversion of an Alexandrian courtesan. Approximately half of France's output appeared in periodicals
and newspapers. The style of his novels was rooted in elegance and a subtle irony.
He protested the unjust conviction of Captain Alfed Dreyfuss for treason and the anti-semitism of the French
establishment that permitted his persecution, and developed an empathy for socialism. After the Dreyfus Affair,
in which he came out in support of Zola, Dreyfus' great champion, France's work became more engaged socially
and slanted increasingly towards political satire. In 1908, he published a satire about the Dreyfus Affair, "L'Île des
pingouins" ["Penguin Island"]. Also that year, his biography of Joan of Arc was published. His other major works
of his later period include "Les Dieux ont soif (1912) ["The Gods are Athirst"], a novel about the French
Revolution, and "La Révolte des anges" (1914) ["The Revolt of the Angels].
Anatole France was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1921, "in recognition of his brilliant literary
achievements, characterized as they are by a nobility of style, a profound human sympathy, grace, and a true Gallic
temperament." In the presentation Speech by E.A. Karlfeldt, Permanent Secretary of the Swedish Academy, the
author of historical novels about the transition from paganism to Christianity was praised for limning "a faith
purified by healthy doubts, by the spirit of clarity, a new humanism, a new Renaissance, a new Reformation."
Karlfeldt would go on to praise France as "the faithful servant of truth and beauty, the heir of humanism, of the
lineage of Rabelais, Montaigne, Voltaire, [and ]Renan," but first, he would honor him as embodying the best of
French civilization and letters:
"Sweden cannot forget the debt which, like the rest of the civilized world, she owes to French civilization,"
Karlfeldt said. "Formerly we received in abundance the gifts of French Classicism like the ripe and delicate fruits
of antiquity. Without them, where would we be? This is what we must ask ourselves today. In our time Anatole
France has been the most authoritative representative of that civilization; he is the last of the great classicists. He
has even been called the last European. And indeed, in an era in which chauvinism, the most criminal and stupid
of ideologies, wants to use the ruins of the great destruction for the building of new walls to prevent free
intellectual exchange between peoples, his clear and beautiful voice is raised higher than that of others, exhorting
people to understand that they need one another. Witty, brilliant, generous, this knight without fear is the best
champion in the sublime and incessant war which civilization has declared against barbarism. He is a marshal of
the France of the glorious era in which Corneille and Racine created their heroes.
France used the occasion to denounced the Versailles Treaty as being unjust and a continuation of the Great War
and called for the instillation of common sense among diplomats lest Europe meet its doom. After France
received his Prize from the King of Sweden, after all the laureates had again ascended the rostrum, France turned
to Professor Walther Nernst, the German Nobel laureate for chemistry, and shook his hand cordially for an
extended time. The gesture profoundly moved the crowd as the symbolism of the meeting of the heart (literature)
and the head (science) and of two nations so recently engaged in waging a ruinous war against each other was not
missed. The audience applauded the gesture as a symbol of reconciliation between France, the nation, and
Germany.
Anatole France's writings were put on the Index of Forbidden Books of the Roman Catholic Church in the
1920s. Between 1925 and 1935, France's collected works were published in 25 volumes.
Anatole France died on October 12, 1924 in Tours, Indre-et-Loire, France and was buried in the Ancient
Cemetery of Neuilly, Hauts-de-Seine.
Excerpted biography by Jon C. Hopwood
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CHAPTER XVIII. WHEREIN IS BEGUN THE GARDENER'S STORY, IN THE COURSE OF
WHICH WE SHALL SEE THE DESTINY OF THE WORLD UNFOLDED IN A DISCOURSE AS
BROAD AND MAGNIFICENT IN ITS VIEWS AS BOSSUET'S DISCOURSE ON THE HISTORY
OF THE UNIVERSE IS NARROW AND DISMAL
THE gardener bade Arcade and Zita sit down in an arbour walled with wild bryony, at the far end of the orchard.
"Arcade," said the beautiful Archangel, "Nectaire will perhaps reveal to you to-day the things you are burning to
know. Ask him to speak."
Arcade did so and old Nectaire, laying down his pipe, began as follows:-"I knew him. He was the most beautiful of all the Seraphim. He shone with intelligence and daring. His great
heart was big with all the virtues born of pride: frankness, courage, constancy in trial, indomitable hope. Long,
long ago, ere Time was, in the boreal sky where gleam the seven magnetic stars, he dwelt in a palace of diamond
and gold, where the air was ever tremulous with the beating of wings and with songs of triumph. Iahveh, on his
mountain, was jealous of Lucifer. You both know it: angels like unto men feel love and hatred quicken within
them. Capable, at times, of generous resolves, they too often follow their own interests and yield to fear. Then, as
now, they showed themselves, for the most part, incapable of lofty thoughts, and in the fear of the Lord lay their
sole virtue. Lucifer, who held vile things in proud disdain, despised this rabble of commonplace spirits for ever
wallowing in a life of feasts and pleasure. But to those who were possessed of a daring spirit, a restless soul, to
those fired with a wild love of liberty, he proffered friendship, which was returned with adoration. These latter
deserted in a mass the mountain of God and yielded to the Seraph the homage which That Other would fain have
kept for himself alone.
"I ranked among the Dominations, and my name, Alaciel, was not unknown to fame. To satisfy my mind -- that
was ever tormented with an insatiable thirst for knowledge and understanding -- I observed the nature of things, I
studied the properties of minerals, air, and water. I sought out the laws which govern nature, solid or ethereal, and
after much pondering I perceived that the Universe had not been formed as its pretended Creator would have us
believe; I knew that all that exists, exists of itself and not by the caprice of Iahveh; that the world is itself its own
creator and the spirit its own God. Henceforth I despised Iahveh for his imposture, and I hated him because he
showed himself to be opposed to all that I found desirable and good: liberty, curiosity, doubt. These feelings drew
me towards the Seraph. I admired him, I loved him. I dwelt in his light. When at length it appeared that a choice
had to be made between him and That Other I ranged myself on the side of Lucifer and knew no other aim than
to serve him, no other desire than to share his lot.
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"War having become inevitable, he prepared for it with indefatigable vigilance and all the resourcefulness of a farseeing mind. Making the Thrones and Dominations into Chalybes and Cyclopes, he drew forth iron from the
mountains bordering his domain; iron, which he valued more than gold, and forged weapons in the caverns of
Heaven. Then in the desert plain of the North he assembled myriads of Spirits, armed them, taught them, and
drilled them. Although prepared in secret, the enterprise was too vast for his adversary not to be soon aware of it.
It might in truth be said that he had always foreseen and dreaded it, for he had made a citadel of his abode and a
warlike host of his angels, and he gave himself the name of the God of Hosts. He made ready his thunderbolts.
More than half of the children of Heaven remained faithful to him; thronging round him he beheld obedient
souls and patient hearts. The Archangel Michael, who knew not fear, took command of these docile troops.
Lucifer, as soon as he saw that his army could gain no more in numbers or in warlike skill, moved it swiftly
against the foe, and promising his angels riches and glory marched at their head towards the mountain upon
whose summit stands the Throne of the Universe. For three days our host swept onward over the ethereal plains.
Above our heads streamed the black standards of revolt. And now, behold, the Mountain of God shone rosy in
the orient sky and our chief scanned with his eyes the glittering ramparts. Beneath the sapphire walls the foe was
drawn up in battle array, and, while we marched clad in our iron and bronze, they shone resplendent in gold and
precious stones.
"Their gonfalons of red and blue floated in the breeze, and lightning flashed from the points of their lances. In a
little while the armies were only sundered one from the other by a narrow strip of level and deserted ground, and
at this sight even the bravest shuddered as they thought that there in bloody conflict their fate would soon be
sealed.
"Angels, as you know, never die. But when bronze and iron, diamond point or flaming sword tear their ethereal
substance, the pain they feel is more acute than men may suffer. for their flesh is more exquisitely delicate; and
should some essential organ be destroyed, they fall inert and, slowly decomposing, are resolved into clouds and
during long æons float insensible in the cold ether. And when at length they resume spirit and form they fail to
recover full memory of their past life. Therefore it is but natural that angels shrink from suffering, and the bravest
among them is troubled at the thought of being reft of light and sweet remembrance. Were it otherwise the
angelic race would know neither the delight of battle nor the glory of sacrifice. Those who, before the beginning
of Time, fought in the Empyrean for or against the God of Armies, would have taken part without honour in
mock battles, and it would not now become me to say to you, my children, with rightful pride:
"'Lo, I was there!'
"Lucifer gave the signal for the onset and led the assault. We fell upon the enemy, thinking to destroy him then
and there and carry the sacred citadel at the first onslaught. The soldiers of the jealous God, less fiery, but no whit
less firm than ours, remained immovable. The Archangel Michael commanded them with the calmness and
resolution of a mighty spirit. Thrice we strove to break through their lines, thrice they opposed to our ironclad
breast the flaming points of their lances, swift to pierce the stoutest cuirass. In millions the glorious bodies fell. At
length our right wing pierced the enemy's left and we beheld the Principalities, the Powers, the Virtues, the
Dominations, and the Thrones turn and flee in full career; while the Angels of the Third Choir, flying
distractedly above them, covered them with a snow of feathers mingled with a rain of blood. We sped in pursuit
of them amid the debris of chariots and broken weapons, and we spurred their nimble flight. Suddenly a storm of
cries amazed us. It grew louder and nearer. With desperate shrieks and triumphal clamour the right wing of the
enemy, the giant archangels of the Most High, had flung themselves upon our left flank and broken it. Thus we
were forced to abandon the pursuit of the fugitives and hasten to the rescue of our own shattered troops. Our
prince flew to rally them, and re-established the conflict. But the left wing of the enemy, whose ruin he had not
quite consummated, no longer pressed by lance or arrow, regained courage, returned, and faced us yet again.
Night fell upon the dubious field. While under the shelter of darkness, in the still, silent air stirred ever and anon
by the moans of the wounded, his forces were resting from their toils, Lucifer began to make ready for the next
day's battle. Before dawn the trumpets sounded the reveille. Our warriors surprised the enemy at the hour of
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prayer, put them to rout, and long and fierce was the carnage that ensued. When all had either fallen or fled, the
Archangel Michael, none with him save a few companions with four wings of flame, still resisted the onslaughts
of a countless host. They fell back ceaselessly opposing their breasts to us, and Michael still displayed an
impassible countenance. The sun had run a third of its course when we commenced to scale the Mountain of
God. An arduous ascent it was: sweat ran from our brows, a dazzling light blinded us. Weighed down with steel,
our feathery wings could not sustain us, but hope gave us wings that bore us up. The beautiful Seraph, pointing
with glittering hand, mounting ever higher and higher, showed us the way. All day long we slowly climb the lofty
heights which at evening were robed in azure, rose, and violet. The starry host appearing in the sky seemed as the
reflection of our own arms. Infinite silence reigned above us. We went on, intoxicated with hope; all at once from
the darkened sky lightning darted forth, the thunder muttered, and from the cloudy mountain-top fell fire from
Heaven. Our helmets, our breastplates were running with flames, and our bucklers broke under bolts sped by
invisible hands. Lucifer, in the storm of fire, retained his haughty mien. In vain the lightning smote him; mightier
than ever he stood erect, and still defied the foe. At length, the thunder, making the mountain totter, flung us
down pell-mell, huge fragments of sapphire and ruby crashing down with us as we fell, and we rolled inert,
swooning, for a period whose duration none could measure.
"I awoke in a darkness filled with lamentations. And when my eyes had grown accustomed to the dense shadows I
saw round me my companions in arms, scattered in thousands on the sulphurous ground, lit by fitful gleams of
livid light. My eyes perceived but fields of lava, smoking craters, and poisonous swamps.
"Mountains of ice and shadowy seas shut in the horizon. A brazen sky hung heavy on our brows. And the horror
of the place was such that we wept as we sat, crouched elbow on knee, our cheeks resting on our clenched hands.
"But soon, raising my eyes, I beheld the Seraph standing before me like a tower. Over his pristine splendour
sorrow had cast its mantle of sombre majesty.
"'Comrades,' said he, 'we must be happy and rejoice, for behold we are delivered from celestial servitude. Here we
are free, and it were better to be free in Hell than serve in Heaven. We are not conquered, since the will to
conquer is still ours. We have caused the Throne of the jealous God to totter; by our hands it shall fall. Arise,
therefore, and be of good heart.'
"Thereupon, at his command, we piled mountain upon mountain and on the topmost peak we reared engines
which flung molten rocks against the divine habitations. The celestial host was taken unaware and from the
abodes of glory there issued groans and cries of terror. And even then we thought to re-enter in triumph on our
high estate, but the Mountain of God was wreathed with lightnings, and thunderbolts, falling on our fortress,
crushed it to dust. After this fresh disaster, the Seraph remained awhile in meditation, his head buried in his
hands. At length he raised his darkened visage. Now he was Satan, greater than Lucifer. Steadfast and loyal the
angels thronged about him.
"'Friends,' he said, 'if victory is denied us now, it is because we are neither worthy nor capable of victory. Let us
determine wherein we have failed. Nature shall not be ruled, the sceptre of the Universe shall not be grasped,
Godhead shall not be won, save by knowledge alone. We must conquer the thunder; to that task we must apply
ourselves unwearyingly. It is not blind courage (no one this day has shown more courage than have you) which
will win us the courts of Heaven; but rather study and reflection. In these silent realms where we are fallen, let us
meditate, seeking the hidden causes of things; let us observe the course of Nature; let us pursue her with
compelling ardour and all-conquering desire; let us strive to penetrate her infinite grandeur, her infinite
minuteness. Let us seek to know when she is barren and when she brings forth fruit; how she makes cold and
heat, joy and sorrow, life and death; how she assembles and disperses her elements, how she produces both the
light air we breathe and the rocks of diamond and sapphire whence we have been precipitated, the divine fire
wherewith we have been scarred and the soaring thought which stirs our minds. Torn with dire wounds, scorched
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by flame and by ice, let us render thanks to Fate which has sedulously opened our eyes, and let us rejoice at our
lot. It is through pain that, suffering a first experience of Nature, we have been roused to know her and to subdue
her. When she obeys us we shall be as gods. But even though she hide her mysteries for ever from us, deny us
arms and keep the secret of the thunder, we still must needs congratulate ourselves on having known pain, for
pain has revealed to us new feelings, more precious and more sweet than those experienced in eternal bliss, and
inspired us with love and pity unknown to Heaven.'
"These words of the Seraph changed our hearts and opened up fresh hope to us. Our hearts were filled with a
great longing for knowledge and love.
"Meanwhile the Earth was coming into being. Its immense and nebulous orb took on hourly more shape and
more certainty of outline. The waters which fed the seaweed, the madrepores and shell fish, and bore the light
flotilla of the nautilus upon their bosom, no longer covered it in its entirety; they began to sink into beds, and
already continents appeared, where, on the warm slime, amphibious monsters crawled. Then the mountains were
overspread with forests, and divers races of animals commenced to feed on the grass, the moss, the berries on the
trees, and on the acorns. Then there took possession of cavernous shelters under the rocks, a being who was
cunning to wound with a sharpened stone the savage beasts, and by his ruses to overcome the ancient denizens of
forest, plain, and mountain.
"Man entered painfully on his kingdom. He was defenceless and naked. His scanty hair afforded him but little
protection from the cold. His hands ended in nails too frail to do battle with the claws of wild beasts, but the
position of his thumb, in opposition to the rest of his fingers, allowed him easily to grasp the most diverse objects
and endowed him with skill in default of strength. Without differing essentially from the rest of the animals, he
was more capable than any others of observing and comparing. As he drew from his throat various sounds, it
occurred to him to designate by a particular inflexion of the voice whatever impinged upon his mind, and by this
sequence of different sounds he was enabled to fix and communicate his ideas. His miserable lot and his
painstaking spirit aroused the sympathy of the vanquished angels, who discerned in him an audacity equalling
their own, and the germ of the pride that was at once their glory and their bane. They came in large numbers to
be near him, to dwell on this young earth whither their wings wafted them in effortless flight. And they took
pleasure in sharpening his talents and fostering his genius. They taught him to clothe himself in the skins of wild
beasts, to roll stones before the mouths of caves to keep out the tigers and bears. They taught him how to make
the flame burst forth by twirling a stick among the dried leaves and to foster the sacred fire upon the hearth.
Inspired by the ingenious spirits he dared to cross the rivers in the hollowed trunks of cleft trees, he invented the
wheel, the grinding-mill, and the plough; the share tore up the earth and the wound brought forth fruit, and the
grain offered to him who ground it divine nourishment. He moulded vessels in clay, and out of the flint he
fashioned various tools.
"In fine, taking up our abode among mankind, we consoled them and taught them. We were not always visible to
them, but of an evening, at the turn of the road, we would appear to them under forms often strange and weird, at
times dignified and charming, and we adopted at will the appearance of a monster of the woods and waters, of a
venerable old man, of a beautiful child, or of a woman with broad hips. Sometimes we would mock them in our
songs or test their intelligence by some cunning prank. There were certain of us of a rather turbulent humour who
loved to tease their women and children, but though lowly folk, they were our brothers, and we were never loath
to come to their aid. Through our care their intelligence developed sufficiently to attain to mistaken ideas, and to
acquire erroneous notions of the relations of cause and effect. As they supposed that some magic bond existed
between the reality and its counterfeit presentment, they covered the walls of their caves with figures of animals
and carved in ivory images of the reindeer and the mammoth in order to secure as prey the creatures they
represented. Centuries passed by with infinite slowness while their genius was coming to birth. We sent them
happy thoughts in dreams, inspired them to tame the horse, to castrate the bull, to teach the dog to guard the
sheep. They created the family and the tribe. It came to pass one day that one of their wandering tribes was
assailed by ferocious hunters. Forthwith the young men of the tribe formed an enclosed ring with their chariots,
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and in it they shut their women, children, old people, cattle, and treasures, and from the platform of their chariots
they hurled murderous stones at their assailants. Thus was formed the first city. Born in misery and condemned to
do murder by the law of Iahveh, man put his whole heart into doing battle, and to war he was indebted for his
noblest virtues. He hallowed with his blood that sacred love of country which should (if man fulfils his destiny to
the very end) enfold the whole earth in peace. One of us, Dædalus, brought him the axe, the plumb-line, and the
sail. Thus we rendered the existence of mortals less hard and difficult. By the shores of the lakes they built
dwellings of osier, where they might enjoy a meditative quiet unknown to the other inhabitants of the earth, and
when they had learned to appease their hunger without too painful efforts we breathed into their hearts the love
of beauty.
"They raised up pyramids, obelisks, towers, colossal statues which smiled stiff and uncouth, and genetic symbols.
Having learnt to know us or trying at least to divine what manner of beings we were, they felt both friendship and
fear for us. The wisest among them watched us with sacred awe and pondered our teaching. In their gratitude the
people of Greece and of Asia consecrated to us stones, trees, shadowy woods; offered us victims, and sang us
hymns; in fact we became gods in their sight, and they called us Horus, Isis, Astarte, Zeus, Cybele, Demeter, and
Triptolemus. Satan was worshipped under the names of Evan, Dionysus, Bacchus, and Lenæus. He showed in his
various manifestations all the strength and beauty which it is given to mortals to conceive. His eyes had the
sweetness of the wood-violet, his lips were brilliant with the ruby-red of the pomegranate, a down finer than the
velvet of the peach covered his cheeks and his chin: his fair hair, wound like a diadem and knotted loosely on the
crown of his head, was encircled with ivy. He charmed the wild beasts, and penetrating into the deep forests drew
to him all wild spirits, every thing that climbed in trees and peered through the branches with wild and timid
gaze. On all these creatures fierce and fearful, that lived on bitter berries and beneath whose hairy breasts a wild
heart beat, half-human creatures of the woods -- on all he bestowed loving-kindness and grace, and they followed
him drunk with joy and beauty. He planted the vine and showed mortals how to crush the grapes underfoot to
make the wine flow. Magnificent and benign, he fared across the world, a long procession following in his train.
To bear him company I took the form of a satyr; from my brow sprang two budding horns. My nose was flat and
my ears were pointed. Glands, like those of the goat, hung on my neck, a goat's tail moved with my moving loins,
and my hairy legs ended in a black cloven hoof which beat the ground in cadence.
"Dionysus fared on his triumphal march over the world. In his company I passed through Lydia, the Phrygian
fields, the scorching plains of Persia, Media bristling with hoar-frost, Arabia Felix, and rich Asia where
flourishing cities were laved by the waves of the sea. He proceeded on a car drawn by lions and lynxes, to the
sound of flutes, cymbals, and drums, invented for his mysteries. Bacchantes, Thyades, and Menads, girt with the
dappled fawnskin, waved the thyrsus encircled with ivy. He bore in his train the Satyrs, whose joyous troop I led,
Sileni, Pans, and Centaurs. Under his feet flowers and fruit sprang to life, and striking the rocks with his wand he
made limpid streams gush forth. In the month of the Vintage he visited Greece, and the villagers ran forth to
meet him, stained with the green and ruddy juices of the plants, they wore masks of wood, or bark, or leaves; in
their hands they bore earthen cups, and danced wanton dances. Their womenfolk, imitating the companions of
the God, their heads wreathed with green smilax, fastened round their supple loins skins of fawn or goat. The
virgins twined about their throats garlands of fig leaves, they kneaded cakes of flour, and bore the Phallus in the
mystic basket. And the vine-dressers, all daubed with lees of wine, standing up in their wains and bandying
mockery or abuse with the passers-by, invented Tragedy.
"Truly, it was not in dreaming beside a fountain, but by dint of strenuous toil that Dionysus taught them to grow
plants and to make them bring forth succulent fruits. And while he pondered the art of transforming the rough
woodlanders into a race that should love music and submit to just laws, more than once over his brow, burning
with the fire of enthusiasm, did melancholy and gloomy fever pass. But his profound knowledge and his
friendship for mankind enabled him to triumph over every obstacle. O days divine! Beautiful dawn of life We led
the Bacchanals on the leafy summits of the mountains and on the yellow shores of the seas. The Naiads and the
Oreads mingled with us at our play. Aphrodite at our coming rose from the foam of the sea to smile upon us."
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CHAPTER XIX. THE GARDENER'S STORY, CONTINUED
WHEN men had learned to cultivate the earth, to herd cattle, to enclose their holy places within walls, and to
recognise the gods by their beauty, I withdrew to that smiling land girdled with dark woods and watered by the
Stymphalos, the Olbios, the Erymanthus, and the proud Crathis, swollen with the icy waters of the Styx, and
there, in a green valley at the foot of a hill planted with arbutus, olive, and pine, beneath a cluster of white poplars
and plane trees, by the side of a stream flowing with soft murmur amid tufted mastic trees, I sang to the
shepherds and the nymphs of the birth of the world, the origin of fire, of the tenuous air, of water and of earth. I
told them how primeval men had lived wretched and naked in the woods, before the ingenious spirits had taught
them the arts; of God, too, I sang to them, and why they gave Dionysus Semele to mother, because his desire to
befriend mankind was born amid the thunder.
"It was not without effort that this people, more pleasing than all the others in the eyes of the gods, these happy
Greeks, achieved good government and a knowledge of the arts. Their first temple was a hut composed of laurel
branches; their first image of the gods, a tree; their first altar, a rough stone stained with the blood of Iphigenia.
But in a short time they brought wisdom and beauty to a point that no nation had attained before them, that no
nation has since approached. Whence comes it, Arcade, this solitary marvel on the earth? Wherefore did the
sacred soil of Ionia and of Attica bring forth this incomparable flower? Because nor priesthood, nor dogma, nor
revelation ever found a place there, because the Greeks never knew the jealous God.
"It was his own grace, his own genius that the Greek enthroned and deified as his God, and when he raised his
eyes to the heavens it was his own image that he saw reflected there. He conceived everything in due measure; and
to his temples he gave perfect proportion. All therein was grace, harmony, symmetry, and wisdom; all were
worthy of the immortals who dwelt within them and who under names of happy choice, in realised shapes,
figured forth the genius of man. The columns which bore the marble architrave, the frieze and the cornice were
touched with something human, which made them venerable; and sometimes one might see, as at Athens and at
Delphi, beautiful young girls strong-limbed and radiant upstaying the entablature of treasure house and sanctuary.
O days of splendour, harmony, and wisdom!
"Dionysus resolved to repair to Italy, whither he was summoned under the name of Bacchus by a people eager to
celebrate his mysteries. I took passage in his ship decked with tendrils of the vine, and landed under the eyes of
the two brothers of Helen at the mouth of the yellow Tiber. Already under the teaching of the god, the
inhabitants of Latium had learned to wed the vine to the young stripling elm. It was my pleasure to dwell at the
foot of the Sabine hills in a valley crowned with trees and watered with pure springs. I gathered the verbena and
the mallow in the meadows. The pale olive-trees twisting their perforated trunks on the slope of the hill gave me
of their unctuous fruit. There I taught a race of men with square heads, who had not, like the Greeks, a fertile
mind, but whose hearts were true, whose souls were patient, and who reverenced the gods. My neighbour, a rustic
soldier, who for fifteen years had bowed under the burden of his haversack, had followed the Roman eagle over
land and sea, and had seen the enemies of the sovereign people flee before him. Now he drove his furrow with his
two red oxen, starred with white between their spreading horns, while beneath the cabin's thatch his spouse,
chaste and sedate of mien, pounded garlic in a bronze mortar and cooked the beans upon the sacred hearth. And
I, his friend, seated near by under an oak, used to lighten his labours with the sound of my flute, and smile on his
little children, when the sun, already low in the sky, was lengthening the shadows, and they returned from the
wood all laden with branches. At the garden gate where the pears and pumpkins ripened, and where the lily and
the evergreen acanthus bloomed, a figure of Priapus carved out of the trunk of a fig tree menaced thieves with his
formidable emblem, and the reeds swaying with the wind over his head scared away the plundering birds. At new
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moon the pious husbandman made offering of a handful of salt and barley to his household gods crowned with
myrtle and with rosemary.
"I saw his children grow up, and his children's children, who kept in their hearts their early piety and did not
forget to offer sacrifice to Bacchus, to Diana, and to Venus, nor omit to pour fresh wines and scatter flowers into
the fountains. But slowly they fell away from their old habits of patient toil and simplicity.
"I heard them complain when the torrent, swollen with many rains, compelled them to construct a dyke to protect
the paternal fields, and the rough Sabine wine grew unpleasing to their delicate palate. They went to drink the
wines of Greece at the neighbouring tavern; and the hours slipped unheeded by, while within the arbour shade
they watched the dance of the flute player, practised at swaying her supple limbs to the sound of the castanets.
"Lulled by murmuring leaves and whispering streams, the tillers of the soil took sweet repose, but between the
poplars we saw along borders of the sacred way vast tombs, statues, and altars arise, and the rolling of the chariot
wheels grew more frequent over the worn stones. A cherry sapling brought home by a veteran told us of the fardistant conquests of a Consul, and odes sung to the lyre related the victories of Rome, mistress of the world.
"All the countries where the great Dionysus had journeyed, changing wild beasts into men, and making the fruit
and grain bloom and ripen beneath the passing of his Menads, now breathed the Pax Romana. The nursling of
the she-wolf, soldier and labourer, friend of conquered nations, laid out roads from the margin of the misty sea to
the rocky slopes of the Caucasus; in every town rose the temple of Augustus and of Rome, and such was the
universal faith in Latin justice that in the gorges of Thessaly or on the wooded borders of the Rhine, the slave,
ready to succumb under his iniquitous burden, called aloud on the name of Cæsar.
"But why must it be that on this ill-starred globe of land and water, all should perish and die and the fairest things
be ever the most fleeting? O adorable daughters of Greece! O Science! O Wisdom! O Beauty! kindly divinities,
you were wrapt in heavy slumber ere you submitted to the outrages of the barbarians, who already in the marshy
wastes of the North and on the lonely steppes, ready to assail you, bestrode bare-backed their little shaggy horses.
"While, dear Arcade, the patient legionary camped by the borders of the Phasis and the Tanais, the women and
the priests of Asia and of monstrous Africa invaded the Eternal City and troubled the sons of Remus with their
magic spells. Until now, Iahveh, the persecutor of the laborious demons, was unknown to the world that he
pretended to have created, save to certain miserable Syrian tribes, ferocious like himself, and perpetually dragged
from servitude to servitude. Profiting by the Roman peace which assured free travel and traffic everywhere, and
favoured the exchange of ideas and merchandise, this old God insolently made ready to conquer the Universe. He
was not the only one, for the matter of that, to attempt such an undertaking. At the same time a crowd of gods,
demiurges, and demons, such as Mithra, Thammuz, the good Isis, and Eubulus, meditated taking possession of
the peace-enfolded world. Of all the spirits, Iahveh appeared the least prepared for victory. His ignorance, his
cruelty, his ostentation, his Asiatic luxury, his disdain of laws, his affectation of rendering himself invisible, all
these things were calculated to offend those Greeks and Latins who had absorbed the teaching of Dionysus and
the Muses. He himself felt he was incapable of winning the allegiance of free men and of cultivated minds, and he
employed cunning. To seduce their souls he invented a fable which, although not so ingenious as the myths
wherewith we have surrounded the spirits of our disciples of old, could, nevertheless, influence those feebler
intellects which are to be found everywhere in great masses. He declared that men having committed a crime
against him, an hereditary crime, should pay the penalty for it in their present life and in the life to come (for
mortals vainly imagine that their existence is prolonged in hell); and the astute Iahveh gave out that he had sent
his own son to earth to redeem with his blood the debt of mankind. It is not credible that a penalty should redress
a fault, and it is still less credible that the innocent should pay for the guilty. The sufferings of the innocent atone
for nothing, and do but add one evil to another. Nevertheless, unhappy creatures were found to adore Iahveh and
his son, the expiator, and to announce their mysteries as good tidings. We should not be surprised at this folly.
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Have we not seen many times indeed human beings who, poor and naked, prostrate themselves before all the
phantoms of fear, and rather than follow the teaching of well-disposed demons, obey the commandments of cruel
demiurges? Iahveh, by his cunning, took souls as in a net. But he did not gain therefrom, for his glorification, all
that he expected. It was not he, but his son, who received the homage of mankind, and who gave his name to the
new cult. He himself remained almost unknown upon earth."

CHAPTER XX. THE GARDENER'S STORY, CONTINUED
THE new superstition spread at first over Syria and Africa; it won over the seaports where the filthy rabble
swarm, and, penetrating into Italy, infected at first the courtesans and the slaves, and then made rapid progress
among the middle classes of the towns. But for a long while the country-side remained undisturbed. As in the
past, the villagers consecrated a pine tree to Diana, and sprinkled it every year with the blood of a young boar;
they propitiated their Lares with the sacrifice of a sow, and offered to Bacchus -- benefactor of mankind -- a kid
of dazzling whiteness, or if they were too poor for this, at least they had a little wine and a little flour from the
vineyard and from the fields for their household gods. We had taught them that it sufficed to approach the altar
with clean hands, and that the gods rejoiced over a modest offering.
"Nevertheless, the reign of Iahveh proclaimed its advent in a hundred places by its extravagances. The Christians
burnt books, overthrew temples, set fire to the towns, and carried on their ravages as far as the deserts. There,
thousands of unhappy beings, turning their fury against themselves, lacerated their sides with points of steel. And
from the whole earth the sighs of voluntary victims rose up to God like songs of praise.
"My shadowy retreat could not escape for long from the fury of their madness.
"On the summit of the hill which overlooked the olive woods, brightened daily with the sounds of my flute, had
stood since the earliest days of the Pax Romana, a small marble temple, round as the huts of our forefathers. It
had no walls, but on a base of seven steps, sixteen columns rose in a circle with the acanthus on the capitals,
bearing a cupola of white tiles. This cupola sheltered a statue of Love fashioning his bow, the work of an
Athenian sculptor. The child seemed to breathe, joy was welling from his lips, all his limbs were harmonious and
polished. I honoured this image of the most powerful of all the gods, and I taught the villagers to bear to him as
an offering a cup crowned with verbena and filled with wine two summers old.
"One day, when seated as my custom was at the feet of the god, pondering precepts and songs, an unknown man,
wild-looking, with unkempt hair, approached the temple, sprang at one bound up the marble steps, and with
savage glee exclaimed:
"'Die, poisoner of souls, and joy and beauty perish with you.' He spoke thus, and drawing an axe from his girdle
raised it against the god. I stayed his arm, I threw him down, and trampled him under my feet.
"'Demon,' he cried desperately, 'suffer me to overturn this idol, and you may slay me afterwards.'
"I heeded not his atrocious plea, but leaned with all my might on his chest, which cracked under my knee, and,
squeezing his throat with my two hands, I strangled the impious one.
"While he lay there, with purple face and lolling tongue, at the feet of the smiling god, I went to purify myself at
the sacred stream. Then leaving this land, now the prey of the Christian, I passed through Gaul and gained the
banks of the Saone, whither Dionysus had, in days gone by, carried the ine. The god of the Christians had not yet
been proclaimed to this happy people. They worshipped for its beauty a leafy beech-tree, whose honoured
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branches swept the ground, and they hung fillets of wool thereon. They also worshipped a sacred stream and set
up images of clay in a dripping grotto. They made offering of little cheeses and a bowl of milk to the Nymphs of
the woods and mountains.
"But soon an apostle of sorrow was sent to them by the new God. He was drier than a smoked fish. Although
attenuated with fasting and watching, he taught with unabated ardour all manner of gloomy mysteries. He loved
suffering, and thought it good; his anger fell upon all that was beautiful, comely, and joyous. The sacred tree fell
beneath his hatchet. He hated the Nymphs, because they were beautiful, and he flung imprecations at them when
their shining limbs gleamed among the leaves at evening, and he held my melodious flute in aversion. The poor
wretch thought that there were certain forms of words wherewith to put to flight the deathless spirits that dwell in
the cool groves, and in the depths of the woods and on the tops of the mountains. He thought to conquer us with
a few drops of water over which he had pronounced certain words and made certain gestures. The Nymphs, to
avenge themselves, appeared to him at nightfall and inflamed him with desire which he foolish knave thought
animal; then they fled, their laughter scattered like grain over the fields, while their victim lay tossing with
burning limbs on his couch of leaves. Thus do the divine nymphs laugh at exorcisers, and mock the wicked and
their sordid chastity.
"The apostle did not do as much harm as he wished, because his teaching was given to the simple souls living in
obedience to Nature, and because the mediocrity of most of mankind is such that they gain but little from the
principles inculcated in them. The little wood in which I dwelt belonged to a Gaul of senatorial family, who
retained some traces of Latin elegance. He loved his young freed-woman and shared with her his bed of broidered
purple. His slaves cultivated his garden and his vineyard; he was a poet and sang, in imitation of Ausonius, Venus
whipping her son with roses. Although a Christian, he offered me milk, fruit, and vegetables as if I were the
genius of the place. In return I charmed his idle moments with the music of my flute, and I gave him happy
dreams. In fact, these peaceful Gauls knew very little of Iahveh and his son.
"But now behold fires looming on the horizon, and ashes driven by the wind fall within our forest glades.
Peasants come driving a long file of waggons along the roads or urging their flocks before them. Cries of terror
rise from the villages, 'The Burgundians are upon us!'
"Now one horseman is seen, lance in hand, clad in shining bronze, his long red hair falling in two plaits on his
shoulders. Then come two, then twenty, then thousands, wild and blood-stained; old men and children they put
to the sword, ay, even aged grandams whose grey hairs cleave to the soles of the slaughterer's boots, mingled with
the brains of babes new-born. My young Gaul and his young freed-woman stain with their blood the couch
broidered with narcissi. The barbarians burn the basilicas to roast their oxen whole, shatter the amphoræ, and
drain the wine in the mud of the flooded cellars. Their women accompany them, huddled, half naked, in their war
chariots. When the Senate, the dwellers in the cities, and the leaders of the churches had perished in the flames,
the Burgundians, soddened with wine, lay down to slumber beneath the arcades of the Forum. Two weeks later
one of them might have been seen smiling in his shaggy beard at the little child whom, on the threshold of their
dwelling, his fair-haired spouse gathers in her arms; while another, kindling the fire of his forge, hammers out his
iron with measured stroke; another sings beneath the oak tree to his assembled comrades of the gods and heroes
of his race; and yet others spread out for sale stones fallen from Heaven, aurochs' horns, and amulets. And the
former inhabitants of the country, regaining courage little by little, crept from the woods where they had fled for
refuge, and returned to rebuild their burnt-down cabins, plough their fields, and prune their vines.
"Once more life resumed its normal course; but those times were the most wretched that mankind had yet
experienced. The barbarians swarmed over the whole Empire. Their ways were uncouth, and as they nurtured
feelings of vengeance and greed, they firmly believed in the ransom of sin.
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"The fable of Iahveh and his son pleased them, and they believed it all the more easily in that it was taught them
by the Romans whom they knew to be wiser than themselves, and to whose arts and mode of life they yielded
secret admiration. Alas! the heritage of Greece and Rome had fallen into the hands of fools. All knowledge was
lost. In those days it was held to be a great merit to sing among the choir, and those who remembered a few
sentences from the Bible passed for prodigious geniuses. There were still poets as there were birds, but their verse
went lame in every foot. The ancient demons, the good genii of mankind, shorn of their honours, driven forth,
pursued, hunted down, remained hidden in the woods. There, if they still showed themselves to men, they
adopted, to hold them in awe, a terrible face, a red, green, or black skin, baleful eyes, an enormous mouth fringed
with boars' teeth, horns, a tail, and sometimes a human face on their bellies. The nymphs remained fair, and the
barbarians, ignorant of the winsome names they bore in other days, called them fairies, and, imputing to them a
capricious character and puerile tastes, both feared and loved them.
"We had suffered a grievous fall, and our ranks were sadly thinned; nevertheless we did not lose courage and,
maintaining a laughing aspect and a benevolent spirit, we were in those direful days the real friends of mankind.
Perceiving that the barbarians grew daily less sombre and less ferocious, we lent ourselves to the task of conversing
with them under all sorts of disguises. We incited them, with a thousand precautions, and by prudent
circumlocutions, not to acknowledge the old Iahveh as an infallible master, not blindly to obey his orders, and not
to fear his menaces. When need was, we had recourse to magic. We exhorted them unceasingly to study nature
and to strive to discover the traces of ancient wisdom.
"These warriors from the North -- rude though they were -- were acquainted with some mechanical arts. They
thought they saw combats in the heavens; the sound of the harp drew tears from their eyes; and perchance they
had souls capable of greater things than the degenerate Gauls and Romans whose lands they had invaded. They
knew not how to hew stone or to polish marble; but they caused porphyry and columns to be brought from Rome
and from Ravenna; their chief men took for their seal a gem engraved by a Greek in the days when Beauty reigned
supreme. They raised walls with bricks, cunningly arranged like ears of corn, and succeeded in building quite
pleasing-looking churches with cornices upheld by consoles depicting grim faces, and heavy capials whereon were
represented monsters devouring one another.
"We taught them letters and sciences. A mouthpiece of their god, one Gerbert, took lessons in physics,
arithmetic, and music with us, and it was said that he had sold us his soul. Centuries passed, and man's ways
remained violent. It was a world given up to fire and blood. The successors of the studious Gerbert, not content
with the possession of souls (the profits one gains thereby are lighter than air), wished to possess bodies also. They
pretended that their universal and prescriptive monarchy was held from a fisherman on the lake of Tiberias. One
of them thought for a moment to prevail over the loutish Germanus, successor to Augustus. But finally the
spiritual had to come to terms with the temporal, and the nations were torn between two opposing masters.
"Nations tool shape amid horrible tumult. On every side were wars, famines, and internecine conflicts. Since they
attributed the innumerable ills that fell upon them to their God, they called him the Most Good, not by way of
irony, but because to them the best was he who smote the hardest. In those days of violence, to give myself leisure
for study I adopted a rôle which may surprise you, but which was exceedingly wise.
"Between the Saone and the mountains of Charolais, where the cattle pasture, there lies a wooded hill sloping
gently down to fields watered by a clear stream. There stood a monastery celebrated throughout the Christian
world. I hid my cloven feet under a robe and became a monk in this Abbey, where I lived peacefully, sheltered
from the men at arms who to friend or foe alike showed themselves equally exacting. Man, who had relapsed into
childhood, had all his lessons to learn over again. Brother Luke, whose cell was next to mine, studied the habits of
animals and taught us that the weasel conceives her young within her ear. I culled simples in the fields wherewith
to soothe the sick, who until then were made by way of treatment to touch the relics of saints. In the Abbey were
several demons similar to myself whom I recognised by their cloven feet and by their kindly speech. We joined
forces in our endeavours to polish the rough mind of the monks.
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"While the little children played at hop-scotch under the Abbey walls our friends the monks devoted themselves
to another game equally unprofitable, at which, nevertheless, I joined them, for one must kill time, -- that, when
one comes to think of it, is the sole business of life. Our game was a game of words which pleased our coarse yet
subtle minds, set school fulminating against school, and put all Christendom in an uproar. We formed ourselves
into two opposing camps. One camp maintained that before there were apples there was the Apple; that before
there were popinjays there was the Popinjay; that before there were lewd and greedy monks there was the Monk,
Lewdness and Greed; that before there were feet and before there were posteriors in this world the kick in the
posterior must have had existence for all eternity in the bosom of God. The other camp replied that, on the
contrary, apples gave man the idea of the apple; popinjays the idea of the popinjay; monks the idea of the monk,
greed and lewdness, and that the kick in the posterior existed only after having been duly given and received. The
players grew heated and came to fisticuffs. I was an adherent of the second party, which satisfied my reason better,
and which was, in fact, condemned by the Council of Soissons.
"Meanwhile, not content with fighting among themselves, vassal against suzerain, suzerain against vassal, the
great lords took it into their heads to go and fight in the East. They said, as well as I can remember, that they
were going to deliver the tomb of the son of God.
"They said so, but their adventurous and covetous spirit excited them to go forth and seek lands, women, slaves,
gold, myrrh, and incense. These expeditions, need it be said, proved disastrous; but our thick-headed compatriots
brought back with them the knowledge of certain crafts and oriental arts and a taste for luxury. Henceforth we
had less difficulty in making them work and in putting them in the way of inventions. We built wonderfully
beautiful churches, with daringly pierced arches, lancet-shaped windows, high towers, thousands of pointed
spires, which, rising in the sky towards Iahveh, bore at one and the same time the prayers of the humble and the
threats of the proud, for it was all as much our doing as the work of men's hands; and it was a strange sight to see
men and demons working together at a cathedral, each one sawing, polishing, collecting stones, graving, on
capital and on cornice, nettles, thorns, thistles, wild parsley, and wild strawberry, -- carving faces of virgins and
saints and weird figures of serpents, fishes with asses' heads, apes scratching their buttocks; each one, in fact,
putting his own particular talent, -- mocking, sublime, grotesque, modest, or audacious, -- into the work and
making of it all a harmonious cacophony, a rapturous anthem of joy and sorrow, a Babel of victory. At our
instigation the carvers, the goldsmiths, the enamellers, accomplished marvels and all the sumptuary arts flourished
at once; there were silks at Lyons, tapestries at Arras, linen at Rheims, cloth at Rouen. The good merchants rode
on their palfreys to the fairs, bearing pieces of velvet and brocade, embroideries, orfrays, jewels, vessels of silver,
and illuminated books. Strollers and players set up their trestles in the churches and in the public squares, and
represented, according to their lights, simple chronicles of Heaven, Earth, and Hell. Women decked themselves
in splendid raiment and lisped of love.
"In the spring when the sky was blue, nobles an peasants were possessed with the desire to make merry in the
flower-strewn meadows. The fiddler tuned his instrument, and ladies, knights and demoiselles, townsfolk,
villagers and maidens, holding hands, began the dance. But suddenly War, Pestilence, and Famine entered the
circle, and Death, tearing the violin from the fiddler's hands, led the dance. Fire devoured village and monastery.
The men-at-arms hanged the peasants on the sign-posts at the cross-roads when they were unable to pay ransom,
and bound pregnant women to tree-trunks, where at night the wolves came and devoured the fruit within the
womb. The poor people lost their senses. Sometimes, peace being re-established, and good times come again,
they were seized with mad, unreasoning terror, abandoned their homes, and rushed hither and thither in troops,
half naked, tearing themselves with iron hooks, and singing. I do not accuse Iahveh and his son of all this evil.
Many ill things occurred without him and even in spite of him. But where I recognise the instigation of the All
Good (as they called him) was in the custom instituted by his pastors, and established throughout Christendom,
of burning, to the sound of bells and the singing of psalms, both men and women who, taught by the demons,
professed, concerning this God, opinions of their own."
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CHAPTER XXI. THE GARDENER'S STORY, CONCLUDED
IT seemed as if science and thought had perished for all eternity, and that the earth would never again know
peace, joy, and beauty.
"But one day, under the walls of Rome, some workmen, excavating the earth on the borders of an ancient road,
found a marble sarcophagus which bore carved on its sides simulacra of Love and the triumphs of Bacchus.
"The lid being raised, a maiden appeared whose face shone with dazzling freshness. Her long hair spread over her
white shoulders, she was smiling in her sleep. A band of citizens, thrilled with enthusiasm, raised the funeral
couch and bore it to the Capitol. The people came in crowds to contemplate the ineffable beauty of the Roman
maiden and stood around in silence, watching for the awakening of the divine soul held within this form of
adorable beauty.
"And it came to pass that the City was so greatly stirred by this spectacle that the Pope, fearing, not without
reason, the birth of a pagan cult from this radiant body, caused it to be removed at night and secretly buried. The
precaution was vain, the labour fruitless. After so many centuries of barbarism, the beauty of the antique world
had appeared for a moment before the eyes of men; it was long enough for its image, graven on their hearts, to
inspire them with an ardent desire to love and to know.
"Henceforth, the star of the God of the Christians paled and sloped to its decline. Bold navigators discovered
worlds inhabited by numerous races who knew not old Iahveh, and it was suspected that he was no less ignorant
of them, since he had given them no news of himself or of his son the expiator. A Polish Canon demonstrated the
true motions of the earth, and it was seen that, far from having created the world, the old demiurge of Israel had
not even an inkling of its structure. The writings of philosophers, orators, jurisconsults, and ancient poets were
dragged from the dust of the cloisters and passing from hand to hand inspired men's minds with the love of
wisdom. The Vicar of the jealous God, the Pope himself, no longer believed in Him whom he represented on
earth. He loved the arts and had no other care than to collect ancient statues and to rear sumptuous buildings
wherein were displayed the orders of Vitruvius reestablished by Bramante. We began to breathe anew. Already
the old gods, recalled from their long exile, were returning to dwell upon earth. There they found once more their
temples and their altars. Leo, placing at their feet the ring, the three crowns, and the keys, offered them in secret
the incense of sacrifices. Already Polyhymnia, leaning on her elbow, had begun to resume the golden thread of
her meditations; already, in the gardens, the comely Graces and the Nymphs and Satyrs were weaving their mazy
dances, and at length the earth had joy once more within its grasp. But, O calamity, unlucky fate, -- most tragic
circumstance! A German monk, all swollen with beer and theology, rose up against this renaissance of paganism,
hurled menaces against it, shattered it, and prevailed single handed against the Princes of the Church. Inciting the
nations, he called upon them to undertake a reform which saved that which was about to be destroyed. Vainly did
the cleverest among us try to turn him from his work. A subtle demon, on earth called Beelzebub, marked him
out for attack, now embarrassing him with learned controversial argument, now tormenting him with cruel
mockery. The stubborn monk hurled his ink-pot at his head and went on with his dismal reformation. What
ultimately happened? The sturdy mariner repaired, calked, and refloated the damaged ship of the Church. Jesus
Christ owes it to this shaveling that his shipwreck was delayed for perhaps more than ten centuries. Henceforth
things went from bad to worse. In the wake of this loutish monk, this beerswiller and brawler, came that tall, dry
doctor from Geneva, who, filled with the spirit of the ancient Iahveh, strove to bring the world back again to the
abominable days of Joshua and the Judges of Israel. A maniac was he, filled with cold fury, a heretic and a burner
of heretics, the most ferocious enemy of the Graces.
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"These mad apostles and their mad disciples made even demons like myself, even the horned devils, look back
longingly on the time when the Son with his Virgin Mother reigned over the nations dazzled with splendours:
cathedrals with their stone tracery delicate as lace, flaming roses of stained glass, frescoes painted in vivid colours
telling countless wondrous tales, rich orfrays, glittering enamel of shrines and reliquaries, gold of crosses and of
monstrances, waxen tapers gleaming like starry galaxies amid the gloom of vaulted arches, organs with their deeptoned harmonies. All this doubtless was not the Parthenon, nor yet the Panathenæa, but it gladdened eyes and
hearts; it was, at all events, beauty. And these cursed reformers would not suffer anything either pleasing or
lovable. You should have seen them climbing in black swarms over doorways, plinths, spires, and bell-towers,
striking with senseless hammers those images in stone which the demons had carved working hand in hand with
the master designers, those genial saints and dear, holy women, and the touching idols of Virgin Mothers pressing
heir suckling to their heart. For, to be just, a little agreeable paganism had slipped into he cult of the jealous God.
These monsters of heretics were for extirpating idolatry. We did our best, my companions and I, to hamper their
horrible work, and I, for one, had the pleasure of flinging down some dozens from the top of the porches and
galleries on to the Cathedral Square, where their detestable brains got knocked out. The worst of it was that the
Catholic Church also reformed herself and grew more mischievous than ever. In the pleasant land of France, the
seminarists and the monks were inflamed with unheard-of fury against the ingenious demons and the men of
learning. My prior was one of the most violent opponents of sound knowledge. For some time past my studious
lucubrations had caused him anxiety, and perhaps he had caught sight of my cloven foot. The scoundrel searched
my cell and found paper, ink, some Greek books newly printed, and some Pan-pipes hanging on the wall. By
these signs he knew me for an evil spirit and had me thrown into a dungeon where I should have eaten the bread
of suffering and drunk the waters of bitterness, had I not promptly made my escape by the window and sought
refuge in the wooded groves among the Nymphs and the Fauns.
"Far and wide the lighted pyres cast the odour of charred flesh. Everywhere there were tortures, executions,
broken bones, and tongues cut out. Never before had the spirit of Iahveh breathed forth such atrocious fury.
However, it was not altogether in vain that men had raised the lid of the ancient sarcophagus and gazed upon the
Roman Virgin.
"During this time of great terror when Papists and Reformers rivalled one another in violence and cruelty, amidst
all these scenes of torture, the mind of man was regaining strength and courage. It dared to look up to the
heavens, and there it saw, not the old Jew drunk with vengeance, but Venus Urania, tranquil and resplendent.
Then a new order of things was born, then the great centuries came into being. Without publicly denying the god
of their ancestors, men of intellect submitted to his mortal enemies, Science and Reason, and Abbé Gassendi
relegated him gently to the far-distant abyss of first causes. The kindly demons who teach and console unhappy
mortals, inspired the great minds of those days with discourses of all kinds, with comedies and tales told in the
most polished fashion. Women invented conversation, the art of intimate letter-writing, and politeness. Manners
took on a sweetness and a nobility unknown to preceding ages. One of the finest minds of that age of reason, the
amiable Bernier, wrote one day to St. Evremond: 'It is a great sin to deprive oneself of a pleasure.' And this
pronouncement alone should suffice to show the progress of intelligence in Europe. Not that there had not always
been Epicureans but, unlike Bernier, Chapelle, and Moliere, they had not the consciousness of their talent.
"Then even the very devotees understood Nature. And Racine, fierce bigot that he was, knew as well as such an
atheistical physician as Guy Patin, how to attribute to divers states of the organs the passions which agitate
mankind.
"Even in my abbey, whither I had returned after the turmoil, and which sheltered only the ignorant and the
shallow thinker, a young monk, less of a dunce than the rest, confided to me that the Holy Spirit expresses itself
in bad Greek to humiliate the learned.
"Nevertheless, theology and controversy were still raging in this society of thinkers. Not far from Paris in a shady
valley there were to be seen solitary beings known as 'les Messieurs,' who called themselves disciples of St.
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Augustine, and argued with honest conviction that the God of the Scriptures strikes those who fear Him, spares
those who confront Him, holds works of no account, and damns -- should He so wish it -- His most faithful
servant; for His justice is not our justice, and His ways are incomprehensible.
"One evening I met one of these gentlemen in his garden, where he was pacing thoughtfully among the cabbageplots and lettuce-beds. I bowed my horned head before him and murmured these friendly words: 'May old
Jehovah protect you, sir. You know him well. Oh, how well you know him, and how perfectly you have
understood his character.' The holy man thought he discerned in me a messenger from Hell, concluded he was
eternally damned, and died suddenly of fright.
"The following century was the century of philosophy. The spirit of research was developed, reverence was lost;
the pride of the flesh was diminished and the mind acquired fresh energy. Manners tool on an elegance until then
unknown. On the other hand, the monks of my order grew more and more ignorant and dirty, and the monastery
no longer offered me any advantage now that good manners reigned in the town. I could bear it no longer.
Flinging my habit to the nettles, I put a powdered wig on my horned brow, hid my goat's legs under white
stockings, and cane in hand, my pockets stuffed with gazettes, I frequented the fashionable world, visited the
modish promenades, and showed myself assiduously in the cafes where men of letters were to be found. I was
made welcome in salons where, as a happy novelty, there were arm-chairs that fitted the form, and where both
men and women engaged in rational conversation.
"The very metaphysicians spoke intelligibly. I acquired great weight in the town as an authority on matters of
exegesis, and, without boasting, I was largely responsible for the Testament of the cure Meslier and The Bible
Explained, brought out by the chaplains to the King of Prussia.
"At this time a comic and cruel misadventure befel the ancient Iahveh. An American Quaker, by means of a kite,
stole his thunderbolts.
"I was living in Paris, and was at the supper where they talked of strangling the last of the priests with the entrails
of the last of the kings. France was in a ferment; a terrible revolution broke out. The ephemeral leaders o the
disordered State carried on a Reign of Terror amidst unheard-of perils. They were, for the most part, less pitiless
and less cruel than the princes and judges instituted by Iahveh in the kingdoms of the earth; nevertheless, they
appeared more ferocious, because they gave judgment in the name of Humanity. Unhappily they were easily
moved to pity and of great sensibility. Now men of sensibility are irritable and subject to fits of fury. They were
virtuous; they had moral laws, that is to say they conceived certain narrowly defined moral obligations, and judged
human actions not by their natural consequences but by abstract principles. Of all the vices which contribute to
the undoing of a statesman, virtue is the most fatal; it leads to murder. To work effectively for the happiness of
mankind, a man must be superior to all morals, like the divine Julius. God, so ill-used for some time past, did not,
on the whole, suffer excessively harsh treatment from these new men. He found protectors among them, and was
adored under the name of the Supreme Being. One might even go so far as to say that terror created a diversion
from philosophy and was profitable to the old demiurge, in that he appeared to represent order, public
tranquillity, and the security of person and property.
"While Liberty was coming to birth amid the storm, I lived at Auteuil, and visited Madame Helvetius, where
freethinkers in every branch of intellectual activity were to be met with. Nothing could be rarer than a freethinker,
even after Voltaire's day. A man who will face death without trembling dare not say anything out of the ordinary
about morals. That very same respect for Humanity which prompts him to go forth to his death, makes him bow
to public opinion. In those days I enjoyed listening to the talk of Volney, Cabanis, and Tracy. Disciples of the
great Condillac, they regarded the senses as the origin of all our knowledge. They called themselves ideologists,
were the most honourable people in the world, and grieved the vulgar minds by refusing them immortality. For
the majority of people, though they do not know what to do with this life, long for another that shall have no end.
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During the turmoil, our small philosophical society was sometimes disturbed in the peaceful shades of Auteuil by
patrols of patriots. Condorcet, our great man, was an outlaw. I myself was regarded as suspect by the friends of
the people, who, in spite of my rustic appearance and my frieze coat, believed me to be an aristocrat, and I confess
that independence of thought is the proudest of all aristocracies.
"One evening while I was stealthily watching the dryads of Boulogne, who gleamed amid the leaves like the moon
rising above the horizon, I was arrested as a suspect, and put in prison. It was a pure misunderstanding; but the
Jacobins of those days, like the monks whose place they had usurped, laid great stress on unity of obedience. After
the death of Madame Helvetius our society gathered together in the salon of Madame de Condorcet. Bonaparte
did not disdain to chat with us sometimes.
"Recognizing him to be a great man, we thought him an ideologist like ourselves. Our influence in the land was
considerable. We used it in his favour, and urged him towards the Imperial throne, thinking to display to the
world a second Marcus Aurelius. We counted on him to establish universal peace; he did not fulfil our
expectations, and we were wrongheaded enough to be wroth with him for our own mistake.
"Without any doubt he greatly surpassed all other men in quickness of intelligence, depth of dissimulation, and
capacity for action. What made him an accomplished ruler was that he lived entirely in the present moment, and
had no thoughts for anything beyond the immediate and actual reality. His genius was far-reaching and agile; his
intelligence, vast in extent but common and vulgar in character, embraced humanity, but did not rise above it. He
thought what every grenadier in the army thought; but he thought it with unprecedented force. He loved the
game of chance, and it pleased him to tempt fortune by urging pigmies in their hundreds and thousands against
each other. It was the game of a child as big as the world. He was too wily not to introduce old Iahveh into the
game, -- Iahveh, who was still powerful on earth, and who resembled him in his spirit of violence and
domination. He threatened him, flattered him, caressed him, and intimidated him. He imprisoned his Vicar, of
whom he demanded, with the knife at his throat, that rite of unction which, since the days of Saul of old, has
bestowed might upon kings; he restored the worship of the demiurge, sang Te Deums to him, and made himself
known through him as God of the earth, in small catechisms scattered broadcast throughout the Empire. They
united their thunders, and a fine uproar they made.
"While Napoleon's amusements were throwing Europe into a turmoil, we congratulated ourselves on our wisdom,
a little sad, withal, at seeing the era of philosophy ushered in with massacre, torture, and war. The worst is that
the children of the century, fallen into the most distressing disorder, formed the conception of a literary and
picturesque Christianity, which betokens a degeneracy of mind really unbelievable, and finally fell into
Romanticism. War and Romanticism, what terrible scourges! And how pitiful to see these same people nursing a
childish and savage love for muskets and drums! They did not understand that war, which trained the courage and
founded the cities of barbarous and ignorant men, brings to the victor himself but ruin and misery, and is nothing
but a horrible and stupid crime when nations are united together by common bonds of art, science, and trade.
"Insane Europeans who plot to cut each others' throats, now that one and the same civilisation enfolds and unites
them all!
"I renounced all converse with these madmen and withdrew to this village, where I devoted myself to gardening.
The peaches in my orchard remind me of the sun-kissed skin of the Mænads. For mankind I have retained my
old friendship, a little admiration, and much pity, and I await, while cultivating this enclosure, that still distant
day when the great Dionysus shall come, followed by his Fauns and his Bacchantes, to restore beauty and gladness
to the world, and bring back the Golden Age. I shall fare joyously behind his car. And who knows if in that day of
triumph mankind will be there for us to see? Who knows whether their worn-out race will not have already
fulfilled its destiny, and whether other beings will not rise upon the ashes and ruins of what once was man and his
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genius? Who knows if winged beings will not have taken possession of the terrestrial empire? Even then the work
of the good demons will not be ended, -- they will teach a winged race arts and the joy of life."
Read The Revolt of the Angels in its entirety.
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